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BOMB-AIMER LANDS LOADED AIRCRAFT

While flying at fifteen thousand feet over the Italian Alps on a recent Turin

raid, a four-engined British bomber was fired at by an enemy aircraft which attacks

from the stern* The navigator of the British bomber was killed instantly and the

pilot so seriously wounded that he slumped over the controls and had to be lifted

from the seat* His place was taken by the bomb-aimer, Plight-Sergeant A.W.J. Lard

a Canadian from North Bay, Ontario, Larden had never before piloted an aircraft

for any length of time, but, fortunately, had some knowledge of the controls. He

suddenly found himself with the task of taking evasive action and with the responsi-

bility of getting the bomber safely back.

He dived down to three thousand feet, and, seeing no further sign of hostile

aircraft, he decided on his course. Three of his engines had been hit but not

seriously damaged. Flight-Sergeant Larden took a quick bearing to the South and

considered whether ho could make for Turin, finally deciding that without a navi-

gator this task was impossible.

At Spezia the aircraft crossed the coast. Every member of the crew knew

that they were over a null-defended enemy base with great odds against them should

any night-fighters appear, Larden, knowing there was little chance of being able

to fly the bomber back to England, decided to jettison the bombs and make for the

North African coast. The nearest Allied aerodrome was then five hundred miles

away. It was impossible to release the bombs an the mechanism had been lit and

do lly explosive had to remain on the aircraft.

The likelihood of Larden being able to effect a successful landing was slight.

Although it was a. moonlit night ho had never previously attempted to land a bomber

on an aerodrome, far loss bring it down at a North African landing-ground which ho

did not lonov/,

For nearly five hours Larden had been at the controls* The bomber was flying
at a low level over the sea when suddenly the wireless-operator, Sergeant T, Guy,
of Northampton, shouted through the intercom, that he had been able to get contact

with a North African air base. The aircraft continued its course and very soon

the emergency pilot saw the African coast in the moonlight. Ho saw a town and

picked out the landing lights and an aerodrome.

Breathlessly the crew awaited the order to land. They circled and finally
came to rest, having made a perfect belly-landing still loaded with bombs, and

with thirty-six bullet holes in the aircraft.


